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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Seventh Day: Wednesday, November 8, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 61-15-11-9—25%W, 57%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)JOEY B: Wide draw, awkward start last time; been freshened up, drops   
(#7)CORRECTAMUNDO: Love the route-to-sprint play; lateral class move 
(#4)DEMANDS ATTENTION: Shot in the arm of confidence with turf win? 
(#3)BENNY COLORS: Placed in six-of-nine starts lifetime; is a tick cheap 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-4-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)GRANTASTICA: Speed of the speed and a big drop; gate-to-wire threat   
(#3)RADIANTRITHYM: Barn wins at a solid clip off brief layoffs; $8K suits 
(#4)HEAVENLY DAZE: Closer needs early pace assistance; CD record dicey 
(#7)NATIVE INDY: At best at 6F trip; comes in fresh against a light crew 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-4-7 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)SHARP ART: At his best going 6F; first start off the claim for Amoss   
(#5)BLACK BEAR: Veteran is 2 for last 16; has never been in this cheap 
(#1)SNOW LEOPARD: Has tactical foot, “Cisco” in the boot, and the fence 
(#7)ENCHANTERA: Good try vs. similar in slop last time; “fast” strip O.K. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-1-7 
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RACE FOUR 
(#1)DISONES PRETTY: Has been a different horse with blinkers; Court, rail   
(#3)I AM MISS BROWN: Fits on the drop for sharp barn; stalks honest pace 
(#9)MARTHA ROSE: Placed in 20-of-36 lifetime; local record is a concern 
(#7)BALTIC STAR: 2-turn dirt form useful; attracts the services of Lanerie 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-9-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#12)ON JOHN: Route-to-sprint angle may me the key; 2-pronged drop 
(#8)YOU GO BOY: Has decent form since turning back; 10-1 morning line 
(#9)STAR ON MY SHOES: Big strike rate, ROI for barn off a lengthy hiatus 
(#1)CAPTIVATED: Firster hooks soft field for $10K tag; 1-hole a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-8-9-1 
 
 
RACE SIX—OFF TURF (8.5F, main track) 
(#10)PILOT HOUSE: May find himself loose on an early lead in small field 
(#9)WOODMANS LUCK: 13-time winner is at his best on the main track  
(#11)A DAY IN THE SUN: Has placed in 7-of-15 dirt starts; much tighter 
(#4)EDEN RIDGE: Impressed in last local outing; better around one-turn 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-9-11-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)KILROY WAS HERE: Sitting on big effort in 3rd start; stretch out a +   
(#10)SMOKE MONSTER: Faced CD next-out winner on debut; improves 
(#5)SIR SAHIB: He’s bred to relish two-turns; been wide in both prior races 
(#2)ARRIVAL: Been facing better stock; lacks decisive finishing kick? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-5-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#4)RISE UP: Bay will control the tempo under Borel; gate-to-wire threat   
(#5)MONEY FLOWS: Love the cutback to 1-turn mile setup; exits G3 stakes 
(#2)FAR RIGHT: Tighter and rolling late; doesn’t get enough early pace? 
(#3)MO TOM: Class relief and the cut back suits; start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-2-3 
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RACE NINE—OFF TURF (1 3/8-miles, main track) 
(#15)DEFY: Will be all alone on the front-end; Sarvis backs down splits  
(#4)HOLIDAY’S ANGEL: Acts she will liked added distance; mid-pack trip? 
(#12)CONQUEST BANDITO: Fits class-wise; placed in 3-of-5 on “fast” strip 
(#3)EQHO: She is bred to run all day long; all turf pedigree, tries the dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 15-4-12-3 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)BIG EXCHANGE: Dictates the pace under Lanerie; wire job candidate  
(#10)PONTASTIC: Speed-favoring strip hurt at KEE; good CD try two back 
(#5)AVIATOR PARKS: Good dirt form but makes first start since January 
(#3)SILVER G T O: Fits for a $16,000 tag; capable off the sidelines for Peitz 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-10-5-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


